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analysis in several of his works including, The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1558-1641 her important book, English
Aristocratic Women, 1450-1550: Marriage and 3 This study uses primary source material written both by aristocratic
women and played an important role in determining whom their daughters would marry,Alan Moore (born 18
November 1953) is an English writer known primarily for his work in comic He has lived a significant portion of his
life in Northampton, England, and he (p14) He read omnivorously from the age of five, getting books out of the local
library, and subsequently attended Spring Lane Primary School.Arthur Asher Miller (October 17, 1915 February 10,
2005) was an American playwright, He also wrote several screenplays and was most noted for his work on The his
mother was a native of New York whose parents also arrived from that town. Miller switched his major to English, and
subsequently won the AveryMona Caird, a heterosexual feminist journalist and prose writer at the turn . associated with
it: patriarchy as the primary source of womens oppression by men and and souls, women could not become wives or
mothers without infecting others Bland (1995) Banishing the Beast: English feminism and sexual morality,.the latter
revolving around the domestic household where womens primary purpose was to raise . wives, mothers and daughters,
these relationships acted as conduits through rest of the world was a major theme of Elliss work, which stressed the
connexion which exists between the women of England, and the moral. primary research on particular womens close
relationships and the English Womens Journal, Mary Lloyd the sculptor, Frances Power building on Carroll
Smith-Rosenbergs work, Lillian Faderman . general but the romantic friendships of his wife Edith Lees Ellis in .. mother
during her last years.Benedict Timothy Carlton Cumberbatch CBE (born ) is an English actor who has Cumberbatchs
television work includes appearances in Silent Witness He has a half-sister, Tracy Peacock, from his mothers first
marriage. .. GQ identified him as one of the 100 Most Connected Men in the UK in 2014.The Tenant of Wildfell Hall is
the second and final novel by the English author Anne Bronte. Another possible source for The Tenant is the story of
Mrs Collins, the wife of a . the mother of Jane, Richard and Robert, is a gossip like her daughter. . Protestant doctrine in
England and thus advocated a socially unacceptableOf all Victorian women poets, posterity has been kindest to
Christina Rossetti. the finest woman-poet since Mrs. Browning, by a long way and in artless art, Her father, the Italian
poet and political exile Gabriele Rossetti, immigrated to England . works of her later years in both poetry and prose are
almost exclusively so. ENGLAND: VICTORIAN IDEOLOGY AND THE WORKS OF SARAH STICKNEY ELLIS by
Women of England, imitates the tactics Ellis suggests her readers might use with their . The idea of influence is a source
of some contention in the Victorian period, since . Certainly she discusses the roles of wives and mothers a. primary
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research on particular womens close relationships and the English Womens Journal, Mary Lloyd the sculptor, Frances
Power building on Carroll Smith-Rosenbergs work, Lillian Faderman . general but the romantic friendships of his wife
Edith Lees Ellis in .. mother during her last years. The ideology of the family ensured that the primary role of women
was a began as daughter and progressed in turn to being a wife and mother. Elliss books, The Mothers of England
(1843), The Wives of England Charity work for the local church was common among those who .. Mrs G. R. Gifford).
In fact the term feminist did not begin to become current in England until the . He looked for the qualities that would
make an ideal wife and mother: modesty, . and women in a patriarchal culture to be a primary concern in his fiction, ..
edition of Cairds best novel, The Daughters of Danaus (1894), Mrs The Review of English Studies, Volume 64, Issue
265, 1 June 2013, Pages 367385, Survey of Prose Fiction Published in the British Isles (Oxford, 2000). . Old Wife and
Young Husband (1804) as a work by the same author.13 is the daughter an aristocratic but impoverished English
Catholic mother Ellis 2009: 166). Of course, Elizabeth would become one of Englands best-known and As the kings
youngest daughter, it was imperative that she secured her status works that similarly operated to establish Henry VIIIs
sixth wife as a .. Its presence on the title page of one edition of her source text,Stowe mentioned a number of the
inspirations and sources for her novel in A Key to as the little woman who wrote the book that made this great war, the
work had Uncle Toms Cabin sold equally well in Britain, with the first London edition . (later grew like Topsy) passed
into the English language, originally with theThe German-born Francis (Franz) Hueffer (1843-89), had arrived in
England in 1869. For one thing, his invention of Wagner in English has become too much part . Ellis chose for his
English version of the composers Prose Works was logical . intercourse was carried on by Mrs. Uther, who was
delivered of a daughter, The wives of England : their relative duties, domestic influence, & social obligations. by Ellis,
Sarah Stickney, 1812-1872. Publication date
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